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SYSTEM BASELINING FOR FASTER PROBLEM RESOLUTION

Introduction
One of the most common causes of performance degradation is change - change in application logic and code,
change in software and hardware/infrastructure configuration; even change in application usage patterns.
Identifying that change, tracking it and correlating it with changes in application performance is a key technique in
deterministically solving performance degradation.
To understand change, a solid baseline foundation is key and Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control (Enterprise
Manager) has a suite of tools for capturing current baseline information and using those captured metrics to quickly
solve system performance problems. In general, the process records and validates system configuration data at all
levels of the Exadata stack, validates databases schemas, and verifies application performance and resource usage
is within defined ranges.

Configuration Management
An Exadata Machine encompasses many Enterprise Manager targets at multiple levels of the hardware and
software stack, and when investigating performance problems within this stack, quickly identifying configuration
changes can be a big time saver, especially when those changes may have happened without an administrator's
knowledge. Enterprise Manager’s Configuration Comparison and Drift Management tools can help to set up saved
configurations and baselines for any target of the Exadata machine, from top level software down to the lowest
hardware component.
With Configuration and Drift Management administrators can troubleshoot or investigate problems where a change
is suspected, ensure target configurations remain the same as reference or saved targets, and ensure targets of a
similar target type within a system remain the same.
Configuration Management allows administrators to run manual one-time comparisons, run automated comparisons
with email notification of changes, and save configurations for later use. Saved configurations can be useful to
capture a “Gold Copy” of a full system stack, which would represent the standard configuration for a company’s
architecture. When new systems come online, these new systems can be compared against the Gold Copy to
ensure compliance with company standards. It is important to note that as systems change and evolve, such as with
software or hardware upgrades or tech refreshes, new baselines should be captured to represent current proper
configuration.
The basic Enterprise Manager setup captures a lot of configuration data to cover every target in the Exadata
software and hardware stack, but it’s also very extendable and customizable for customer environments.
Configuration Extensions allow this customization through SQL queries, file parsing and custom host executed
commands. If you need a tailored environment, Configuration Extensions will further extend Enterprise Manager’s
comprehensive functionality.
When running target comparisons, Templates define which configuration items to include or ignore. A template is
associated with a specific target type, which determines the properties to be compared and also define constraints
of acceptable values for specific properties. Included with Enterprise Manager are a set of comprehensive templates
that can be copied and customized as needed to filter out any unwanted noise from known or expected differences
in your architecture. A set of custom Exadata templates is also available through the following support document.
These templates can also be used to compare Exadata targets across different Exadata machine versions
(example: comparing X3-2 with X4-2)
•

Enterprise Manager Configuration Comparison Templates for Exadata (Doc ID 2181282.1)
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Every target in Enterprise Manager has a configuration, which is tracked by default with Drift Management.
Administrators can use this Drift Management data to see what changes were made to a system over a defined
window of time. When there is a need to be more focused on a particular aspect of your system, Saved
Configurations allow administrators to be more specific with comparisons in conjunction with Comparison
Templates. The following is an example of a saved configuration for a database instance, which among other items,
will help keep track of changes to database initialization parameters.

Figure 1
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Viewing a saved configuration presents a tree list of configuration categories. Selecting a category will display the
individual category properties. In the example below, System Global Area properties are selected. A saved
configuration can also be exported to an Excel spreadsheet for additional analysis using the “Configuration Report”
button for a full report, or the “Export” button for the properties of the selected category only.

Figure 2
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The Configuration History screens in Enterprise Manager can be used to actively query for any configuration
changes that may have occurred in the past, track those changes over time, and configure email notification for any
changes that have occurred. The example below tracks Database Instance changes which may have happened in
the past 24 hours. Clicking on the “Schedule and Notify” button brings up a dialog box to schedule the running of this
check and define email recipients.

Figure 3

The email notification will give a summary of changes detected with a link to the Configuration History for the defined
query.

Figure 4
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The History screen provides the ability to drill down to identify the change that was made. In this example a
database initialization parameter was altered.

Figure 5

In summary, the Configuration Management tools within Oracle Enterprise Manager provide the means to track,
record, notify and analyze changes for any target across the Enterprise.

Schema Baselines
Saving database schema baselines as an application evolves, from initial go-live to the current release version, is a
great tool to track and report on schema changes over time. When comparing schemas, there are no Comparison
Templates to use. Instead, the schema objects to compare are selected when creating the baseline. These schema
objects will be used when running the compare. Items like indexes, packages and triggers, and also some
supporting objects like profiles and roles can be included. As new versions of an application are released and it’s
associated schema evolves, additional baselines should be captured to represent and keep up with the latest
version of the application. Eventually you will have a documented history of schema changes, which can be used for
other reporting purposes as well, like security and regulatory audits. To accommodate applications, which span
schemas, multiple schemas can be included in a single baseline capture.
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The following example creates a baseline for the schema BENCH1.

Figure 6

Workload Baselines
In Enterprise Manager, AWR Baselines can capture database resource usage for a defined time window, using
static one-time baselines, a regularly scheduled repeating baseline or a rolling window. Using all three methods can
provide additional options when comparing AWR reports.
Understanding application behavior will help in deciding which baseline methods will be most effective. The start and
end times of the AWR Baselines will depend on this behavior. It may be fine to have a small baseline window of 10
minutes for consistent steady applications, but application behavior that might last for hours, like an extract,
transform, and load (ETL) job, would require a larger window. When there are longer running regularly scheduled
jobs with defined start times, capturing a static baseline of normal behavior and then setting up repeating scheduled
baselines is a great way to look at past performance in comparison to recent activity. This can be useful for
database loads which start late in the evening or early morning when administrators may not be regularly available.
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As an example, for a steady workload that rises and falls depending on the number of users running queries, a
baseline lasting 30 minutes would be sufficient to capture a typical load.

Figure 7

To create AWR baselines, navigate to the AWR Administration screen and click on the baseline link.

Figure 8
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The example in the following figures consists of three rolling baselines which track nightly ETL jobs, a one-time
baseline that captures 30 minutes of a typical day, and a daily rolling window, which is a default baseline provided
by Enterprise Manager. These various baselines are defined by clicking on the Related Link at the bottom of the
screen.

Figure 9

The following example shows a repeating baseline template that captures an ETL job and a one-off static baseline
template that is scheduled to capture a typical day's load over a 30-minute window.

Figure 10

Using multiple static and rolling window baselines, it is possible to capture typical application behavior at various
times in the application life cycle and to use that information for comparison against encountered anomalies. These
baselines should also be used to help configure monitoring and alerts for various Exadata targets. For more
information on Exadata monitoring, see References.
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Compliance With Exachk
Compliance Management in conjunction with Exadata’s Exachk tool adds significant value by verifying your full
Exadata stack is configured correctly based on Exadata Best Practices complied directly from Oracle’s development
team. Although not a true baseline tool, it does guarantee your systems will remain within Oracle’s recommended
Best Practice framework as new patches and software upgrades become available. Critical issues and related
patches are also tracked for your system so you know right away if your systems are vulnerable and allow you to be
proactive and plan upcoming maintenance accordingly.

Compliance results can be access through the Enterprise menu as shown in figure 11

Figure 11
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Compliance Standards are grouped by target type. You can further drill down into any problem areas by selecting a
listed Standard, Target Evaluation or Violation.

Figure 12

When Performance Degrades
In the lifetime of an application, it is inevitable that there will be system problems at some level, so it is important to
have a plan in place to quickly identify where the problem exists and work towards resolution. The Exadata Health
and Resource Usage Monitoring whitepaper covers many aspects of this performance troubleshooting process,
which includes:
1.

Hardware Alerts - With Oracle’s Auto Service Request technology, hardware problems will be quickly
identified and scheduled for diagnostics or replacement if needed.

2.

Configuration Changes - Enterprise Manager’s Configuration Management tools expose any unknown
differences in a system configuration for quick identification and resolution.

3.

Application Behavior - AWR Report Baselining and comparisons help to identify changes in application
behavior which result in changes to system resource usage and potential changes in performance.

Additionally, system problem details need to be tracked and reported, and Enterprise Manager’s “Incident Manger”
provides a central location from which to view, manage, diagnose, and resolve incidents. Details on the Incident
Manager can be found in the Enterprise Manager Cloud Control Administrator's Guide.
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Capturing a system baseline allows for a repeatable documented approach to diagnosing performance problems
when they occur. In addition to ruling out hardware faults, identified via ASR or through the steps defined in the
Exadata Health and Resource Usage Monitoring whitepaper, comparing the current system to saved baselines
allows fast identification of changes in configuration and workload.
When comparing baselines, the recommended approach is to:
1.

Validate the current system against saved configuration baselines

2.

Validate current schemas against schema baselines

3.

Validate application behavior against AWR baselines

Validating configurations can be automated through Enterprise Manager’s Drift and Consistency Management tools
with a recommended proactive frequency of once a week.
The following is an example comparison using the Databases Instance Target Saved Configuration. There was a
change made to the initialization parameter sga_target, but the change was not propagated to both database
instances.

Figure 13
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It’s important to note that target configuration data is refreshed on a periodic basis, so any system configuration
changes will not be immediately visible within Enterprise Manager. A manual refresh would be required to make
those changes visible and to use them for any comparison. The Latest Configuration screen for a target includes the
Last Collected date/time and also provides a means to refresh the configuration data.

Figure 14
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Using the previously saved Schema Baseline, administrators can easily check at the schema level for any changes
that may have occurred to cause performance problems. Each schema comparison is saved for historical tracking
and later review. The example below depicts a schema comparison using the saved baseline against the current live
schema.

Figure 15

Drilling down further exposes an index with changes made to the leading column, potentially changing an optimizer
execution plan. This level of detail also allows quick development of a rollback or roll-forward strategy if necessary,
based on SQL which is easily accessible.

Figure 16

After ruling out any changes to the system's configuration, compare the load characteristics. Using saved AWR
Baselines can help identify key areas of the system in which load characteristics have changed significantly and the
resultant Workload Repository Compare Period Report highlights key areas in system resource usage to help easily
identify those differences.
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As an example, in this Top Activity graph something changed over a 10-minute window.

Figure 17

To investigate further, use the saved AWR Baseline of a normal load to make a comparison.

Figure 18
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Although the Workload Repository Compare Period Report contains a lot of information, the Top Timed Events and
Load Profile sections are the best places to start identifying differences at a high level. In this example using the
Load Profile, differences in IO usage are clearly visible.

Figure 19

Drilling down to the SQL layer in relation to IO, we see two queries are identified that are not part of the normal AWR
baseline and thus not part of a normal daily workload. If these SQL statements were discovered to be a new addition
to the daily load profile, a new AWR baseline should be captured to include this new load.

Figure 20

In this example the newly added SQL is easily identified, but there will be times when the differences are subtle and
Enterprise Manager has additional tools to help with this analysis. This toolset includes the SQL Tuning Advisor, the
SQL Access Advisor, SQL Tuning Sets and SQL Plan Control. More information on these tools can be found in the
Database SQL Tuning Guide as part of the larger Database Administration documentation for your databases.
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Summary
Managing consistency and compatibility across large hardware and software deployments across the enterprise at
Cloud scale can be a difficult task. Enterprise Manager helps to simplify this task and enables administrators to view,
save, track, and compare configuration information for all managed targets, and provide auditing as an automated
process which can be further extended for incident ticketing systems. Using this information and taking time to
capture the physical architecture, work load characteristics, and resource usage metrics of the Exadata Database
Machine will greatly enhance the speed at which administrators can solve performance discrepancies. Proactive
monitoring of configuration changes will also further reduce unforeseen downtime and potential outages, providing
the benefit of long term stability in a controlled stable environment.
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